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Chairman Ramblings- By Rick Smiley
Before I get started I have a
request from chapter
member Phil Lorenz. Phil is
putting together a file on all
known production changes
that occurred during the
1963 model year. Of
particular interest to Phil
are the hubcaps for the ‘63.
Phil had discovered in
addition to the early frosted
caps, there are two versions
of the stainless style. If you
have information please
contact Phil. Trim and VIN
tags were the subject of our
March Judging School. An
added bonus was a
Technical Seminar on ‘56 to
‘62 wiper transmission
repair. Back to the Trim
and VIN tag school. Our
Judging Chairman, Dave
Houlihan, presented over
an hour’s worth of known
original versus counterfeit
tag information. Dave had
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literature to use during the
school to identify real vs
fake. Dave’s power point
presentation was
exceptional as usual. Dave
demonstrated how easy it is
to fool the human eye. We
tend to see what we want
to see. For those that
missed this class, I am sure
Dave will present it again,
as it was a lot to absorb all
at once.
A group of us headed to
Grapevine, TX for the NCRS
2019 Judges Retreat. Our
Chapter was represented
very well. The attendees
were: Casey Coats, Jim
(Dee)Coote, Dave Ewan,
Dave and Mary Gulley, John
Hecker, Brad Hillhouse,
Dave (Jo) Houlihan, Mike
Rowley, Bev and Rick
Smiley, and a Black 2000
Hardtop. We want to thank
Tim Gilmore and Dave

Brigham for inviting us to
display Bev’s car on the
judging field.
It is always good to see old
friends and make new ones.
As usual we ate good food,
too much at times,
embellished old stories,
some true some not, and
laughed till our sides hurt. I
would say we had a good
time. Oh, and the school
was great!
Question? How long does it
take to drive from Norman,
OK to Grapevine, TX? At
4:30 pm I received a text
asking about road
construction south of
Norman. We had been
through that construction
site earlier and it took us 45
minutes to get through it.
Now keep in mind this
(Continued on page 2)

Restoration Documents - Judging Chairman David Houlihan

(National & Local)
NCRS web site http://www.ncrs.org
then click on the Events link.

(Continued from page 1)

person was suppose to be at registration and meeting
from 5 to 6 pm. Did they make it, NO, but they did
make dinner by 6:30 pm. Can anyone guess who this
was??
What’s up for April?

Or click the underline link for registration
then enter your NCRS Forum credentials
then click the event to register

2019
 Apr 6

April 6th
Chapter meeting, Judging School and Judging event.
‘63 FI Roadster and ‘68 convertible
April 11th to 13th
Queen City Regional
April 20th
KC NCRS Judging Event
April 24th
Attude Adjustment Hour
April 27th
Tulsa Judging Event
See everyone April 6th
“The Chairman”
Rick Smiley
Did you Know?

Did You
Know?

NCRS Events Calendar

This was the first year for
350ci displacement
engines, a steering
column ignition switch,
8” wheel width, and
headlight washers. What
year is it?
Check out page 12
for the answers
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Chapter Meeting, Spring Judging Event,
and Judging School (NOTE Date Change)
 Apr 11-13 Queen City Regional—Sharonville, OH
 AMay 11
Chapter Meeting
 May 16-18 New England Regional—Boston, MA
 Jun 1
Midway USA All Corvette Car Show
 Jun 8
Chapter Meeting
 Jul 13
Chapter Meeting
 Jul 14-19 National Convention– Greensville, SC
 Aug 10
Chapter Meeting
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Tech Session C1 Wiper Transmission - David Houlihan
I apologize for March’s “hit and run” Tech Session on C1 Wiper Transmission. I wanted to
show those internal components before it was reassembled. (Roy may want that unit back.)
My comments here are an expansion of ‘57 wiper cable hook & wiper transmission repair.pdf
document found in Database of Restoration Documents on our NCRS Technical Discussion forum.
Wipers move by a motor driving left and right wiper transmission assemblies via woven wire
cables. Routing cables requires wiper transmissions that can be “un-sprung” - that is,
transmission upper and lower cable attachment halves that can turn independently. Once cables
are adjusted, wiper transmission is “sprung” - securely locking together both halves (and their
cable adjustments).
Once cables are adjusted and transmissions are “sprung”, absent breakdown or removal there is no reason to mess with this component. Sixty plus years later when left and right
transmission assemblies are removed during restoration, “un-sprung” is no longer in our
vocabulary - components are rusted and grunged together.
Transmission in question is from a 1962 Corvette. All years C1 assemblies are similar, differing
mainly in angle that transmission sits against body. (Fig 1) After a two day Kroil soak,
transmission was disassembled.
End cap was removed using a drift. First
use a file to remove metal swedged as a
retainer over cap. A few file strokes on
swedge perimeter cleared assembly shaft.
(Fig 2) Clutch end, there are two small
bent retainer tabs (part of body) that need
to be straightened. (Fig 4) Most all
internal components then slide out as a
group. This was a rusty mess. (Fig 3) Not

Figure 1
sliding out of body is a copper sleeve pressed inside,
approximately under threaded outer portion.
(continued on Page 4)

Figure 2
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Tech Session C1 Wiper Transmission - David Houlihan (continued)
(continued from Page 3)

Figure 3. “Clutch” consists of two halves - with
a woven wire cable attached to each half.
Copper thrust washer is against clutch bottom
and a steel bushing with copper sleeve provides
“lubrication”. Clutch “un-sprung” / “sprung”
spring is next, retained by a small washer. Not
apparent, in Figure 3, is that washer’s movement
is restricted by a slight “step” on shaft. (Fig 7)
Also not apparent in Figure 3, is shaft’s heavy
rust pitting. Figure 4 shows internal body rust
and corrosion. That steel bushing with copper
sleeve rests in this housing. Shaft was easily
removed from “clutch” using a drift and clutch
halves easily separated with a knife working
around its perimeter. (Fig 5)
Figure 3

Figure 5
Figure 4
Figures 6 and 7 show components separated and cleaned. Separation of “clutch sleeve” Figure
6 from shaft was difficult. “You need a bigger hammer”, Rick told me and he was right! Shaft,
spring retainer washer, spring, and clutch sleeve seemingly were one unit - nothing moved. (And
this was after days-long soak in Kroil)
Freeing clutch sleeve required alternating between a heat gun and hammer. Used a fender
washer that just slipped over transmission shaft but caught spring retaining washer.
Fender washer and shaft were loosely hung between vise jaws while striking.
(continued on Page 5)
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Tech Session C1 Wiper Transmission - David Houlihan (continued)
(continued from Page 4)

Problem - hammer strikes that
freed sleeve had mushroomed head/
splines securing outer clutch half.
Before completely removing clutch
sleeve, spring, and washer, I had to
chuck unit into my drill press and
used a file to remove that
“mushroom”. NOTE: AVOID THIS
ISSUE BY FIRST USING PLASTIC HOSE
TO PROTECT SPLINES BY FORCING
DRIFT TO BE CENTERED OVER
SHAFT. OR PERHAPS A TOOL
ANALOGOUS TO SHOCK MOUNT
REMOVAL TOOLS USED TO PROTECT
THREADS WOULD WORK.
Figure 6
Internal to clutch halves is a tension
spring. Long end of spring is retained by a
hole in one half. Spring has an extension
fitting into a “key way” on other half.
Halves go together easily, and will have
tension when cables are adjusted to wiper
motor.
Everything reassembled pretty easily. I
used Anti-Seize and motorcycle chain
lubricant to protect internal springs and
shaft from future rust damage. Now,
pressing on “cap” causes clutch halves to
disengage allowing proper cable
adjustment.
Figure 7
Side notes on clean -up. Threads on body had
some damage - cleaned up using 5/8” - 24 tpi
die. Metal is soft - you can do this by hand.
Wire brushing small metal parts (bolts sleeves
etc) is made easier by gripping with those “all-in
-one” grip wrenches. Keeps small parts from
rocketing across my garage - never to be found
again. Fig 9 Also use some 38 caliber brushes
to clean up those internal sleeves. Chucked
brush up in drill press and at low speed used grip
wrench to hold part. Fig 10 (No longer suitable
for original use).
Figure 8
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(continued on page 6)
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Tech Session C1 Wiper Transmission - David Houlihan (continued)
(continue from page 5)

Figure 9

Figure 10

Figure 11 used a faucet repair cone to
secure various grit 4” grinder polishing disks
(cheap at Harbor Freight) for use in my hand
drill. With bare shaft chucked in drill press
on low speed, I used edge of hand drill
polishing disks to clean and polish shaft.
(Take care with chuck to avoid bearing
surfaces and splined ends)
Dave Houlihan

Figure 11
Judging Manuals Update — Dave Houlihan (Judging Chairman)
Midway USA Chapter just received our COLOR copies of revised 1958-1960 and 1970-1972
Technical Information Manual and Judging Guides. These are beautiful! Color photographs,
Service Bulletins, legible clear explanations, heavy paper - works of art. I'll bring them to our
April 6th Judging Meet for display. 1958-1960 is Revision 5. 1970-1972 is Revision 6.
Special thanks for production of 1970-1972 TIM&JG go to Brad Hillhouse, Kerri Keller and Dallas
Keller for their contributions! If I had a manual this good for my 1980, I'd cut my
restoration time in half - twenty years not forty. Dave Houlihan
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Trim Tag Notes — Dave Houlihan (Judging Chairman)
Some notes from March’s Mid-Year Trim Tag judging school. Trim Tag photo handout is a composite from a good trim tag. Red highlighted areas denote areas where characters and alignments are often found on counterfeit tags. Letter “blow-ups” are those characters noted in
NCRS’s Mid Year Trim Tag Book. Character alignment “blow-ups” are areas often noted on counterfeit tags and come from a variety of non NCRS sources. Blow-ups on this handout are blow-ups
from this good tag.
Identifying counterfeit Trim Tags were one area discussed, with factors like font, patina, date
consistency, blank stamping characteristics, and plant typing etc. Our other issue is Identifying
REAL tags placed on other cars. Your handout noted this with illustrations of fake “flat” rivets
(should have dome), damaged tags, and “spin” marks indicating removal from its original body.
Especially with REAL tags moved to another car, is that tag consistent with car’s other dated
items like window glass? With “nose bleed” prices on Mid-Years, a check on frame VIN kick up is
always in order.
If you have questions (or data) for my St Louis / AO Smith / Coupe / Convertible Trim Tag
body number/date data base or would like a copy let me know.
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2019 Judging Retreat Pictures — Rick Smiley

(continued on Page 9)
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2019 Judging Retreat Pictures — Rick Smiley (continued)
(continued from Page 8)

(continued on Page 10)
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2019 Judging Retreat Pictures — Rick Smiley
(continued)

Swap ‘N Shop

FOR SALE:
1968 Only Wheel (1) K18 5 13 AG—$150,
(4)K17 12 20 AG—$600 set,
and (4) AG stamp only—$550 set.
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
Set of 5 1963/64 Wheels - $2200 set
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
1969 Corvette Coupe 194379S730488
350– 300hp, 4 speed, Air Conditioning, Power
Steering, Side Pipes, Tilt Telescoping steering
wheel, AM-FM stereo radio, Black Vinyl Trim,
Lemans Blue, Duntov Award
$60,000.00 Call Steve (479) 880-7621
Member #49663

—————————————–——————————————————————————————

WANTED:
Your unwanted Restorer Magazines.
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
2000 Corvette wheels preferably polished.
2-17x81/2 and 2-18x91/2
Call Rick Smiley (316) 689-2869

Bowtie Breast Cancer awareness pins.
$5.00 each.
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Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote, Secretary

The March 2019 monthly meeting was held on the 9th, and was over by 9:20, after being called to
order at 9:05 by our chapter Chairman, Rick Smiley. I’m telling you now how long the meeting
lasted so you will know why this page is so short. I guess Rick has been under a lot of stress lately
after he found out that the people organizing the National Judging Retreat wanted him to take
his C-5 to Dallas! Until he became Chairman of this fine NCRS Chapter he preached he was not a
“waxer”, rather a “racer”. Guess that’s all changed!
Old Business:
Rick seemed flustered since Dallas Keller was not in attendance to report on our financial
condition, because he launched right into the dollars and cents of the chapter rather than
welcoming our newest member, Dave Funston. I finally figured out why. Dallas, our
Treasurer, had prepared Rick with some of the recent financial transactions, like new
member’s membership dues and Casey Coats annual $200 contribution towards our June car
show, so Rick was making sure he covered all his notes on his financial page. Another expense
Dallas had highlighted was our Post Office Box yearly fee of $92.00.
Now, Rick decides to welcome one of our far away members, Brad Hillhouse. He lives in Lincoln,
NE so doesn’t get to come to many of the meetings, although this is the second one in a row
that he has attended. He gave us a report on the snow gathering in his part of Nebraska and
we wished we could sympathize with him, but found it hard because once again we didn’t get
much snow this year. Guess I shouldn’t be so smug because it’s only March and this is Kansas!
Rick asked if Joe Elliott, (you spell his name with two “l’s” and two “t’s”) had any corrections
with the newsletter and he said yes. I understood that the error was in the minutes and it
worried me as Jo Houlihan has been so agreeable to be my substitute and she does such a
great job, I didn’t want her to be discouraged at all. Well, I just finished reading the whole
Newsletter again, twice, and I couldn’t find a mention of a Mr. Joe Elliott, with one or two
“T’s”. Joe, what the heck were you reading? Rick, what the heck issue of the Newsletter did
you send him? Let’s pick someone else to pick apart the contents of the newsletter. Got a
better idea. Let’s say that you cannot complain about anything in the Newsletter unless you
contributed an article within the past six months! How ‘bout ‘dat?
Rick again thanked Carl Alter for his presentation last month on overhauling horns. I’m sorry I
had to miss it. Several mentioned how informative it was and what a great job he did.
Wished I had observed it before I cleaned mine up, listened to them and reinstalled them. Oh
well, I don’t use them horns anyway. I just roll down my window and interview them!
New Business:
Phil Lorenz was asked about a project he is working on. No, I don’t mean his still white ’63 Split
Window, although it has to do with ‘63’s. Phil is trying to collect all 1963 revisions, published
by the authorities or not and put them in some sort of order and share them with others, at
least this club. My understanding is that some changes are not highly published, or even
known by the masses.
Our newest paid up member, Dave Funston, brought some donuts in for us to share. I believe his
gesture was well received and he made a favorable impression on all those who partook. It
should be a prerequisite to join. Are you listening Nelson?
Mike Rowley inquired about Concourse Judging as he is getting his car ready for such an activity.
He is still moving into his new abode so believe the idea is still just in his head. But at least
he’s thinking! He’s got a 1971, just right down Dallas’ alley. Mike, you might best try and
keep Dallas away from it as he’s a purist you know!
David Goodwin, who was noticed in the attendees today, indicated that he would like
to have his ’68 roadster judged in April. It’s a 427 which will excite many
(continued to page 12)
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Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote

(continued from page 11)

members. The April Judging Event was scheduled for our usual second Saturday of the month,
but when Brad heard it was a 1968, he asked if that date could possibly be moved to another
day as he couldn’t make it and he really would like to be involved in another 1968. After
some discussion and hand wringing, Rick said it couldn’t be done because of Easter. Then,
someone who reads calendars better than Rick does, said Easter isn’t until the end of April,
not
the beginning. Bingo; change is done. Our first Judging Event of the year will be April the
6th. Arrangements by the Chapter Judging Administrator will make the necessary entries to
the National Organization so that we can register for the event. Judges are always needed in
most any category, so please register. Two cars are being planned on; a 1963 and a 1968,
both roadsters.
Rick brought up two other Judging Events in near-by NCRS clubs. Tulsa is having one April the
27th and Kansas City has one scheduled for the 20th in April. Down the road, I mean on the
calendar, OK City will have one in August. Be sure to check with Rick if you plan on attending
any of the three.
At 9:20, Rick turned the meeting over to Dave Houlihan, our terrific Judging Chairman who
always has good Judging Sessions and almost every month. Can’t figure out what he does in his
spare time!
Can’t figure out why this epistle is so long when it only took me fifteen minutes to listen, much
longer to read my notes!

The Annual All Corvette Charity Car Show is now only 2
months away. Please try to get door prizes from
local establishments. Every member needs to do their part
to make the car show a success.
Did You Know Answer:

(from page 2)

1969 This was the first year for 350ci displacement engines, a steering column
ignition switch, 8” wheel width, and headlight washers.
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Midway USA Calendar of Events - 2019

2019
Mar 28

Attitude Adjustment Night

Apr 6

Monthly Meeting, Judging Event, Judging School (NOTE
Change in date

Apr 11-13

Queen City Regional in Sharonville, Ohio

Apr 25

Attitude Adjustment Night

May 11

Monthly Meeting

May 16-18

New England Regional in Boston, Massachusetts

May 23

Attitude Adjustment Night

Jun 1

Midway USA Chapter Car Show (Note change of date)

Jun 8

Monthly Meeting

Jun 27

Attitude Adjustment Night

Jul 13

Monthly Meeting

Jul 14-19

National Convention in Greenville, South Carolina

Aug 10

Monthly Meeting

Sep 14

Monthly Meeting & Judging Event (?)

Sep 19-21

Northern California Regional in Lake Tahoe, California

Oct 12

Monthly Meeting

Oct 24-26

Texas Regional in Frisco, Texas

Nov 9

Monthly Meeting

Dec 14

Monthly Meeting

Midway USA Tune Up
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Date ___________

NCRS Member # _______

National Corvette Restorers Society

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS
http://www.midwayusancrs.org

Membership Application
Member ______________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________

City: _______________________________

State ___________ Zip: __________ - ______ Email: _________________________________
Home Phone ________________ Mobile _______________
List of Corvettes:
Year

Color

Style

Additional Comments for Corvette

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

Restoration Experience (if any) _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS in Wichita, KS
promotes the enjoyment, preservation and restoration of Chevrolet Corvettes.
We meet the 2nd Saturday of each month, 9:00 a.m. at Davis-Moore Chevrolet 8200 West Kellogg.
The National Corvette Restorers Society is a non-profit hobby group of thousands of families dedicated
to the restoration, preservation, history and enjoyment of Corvettes. Membership in the National
Organization is required in order to join local chapters. Below is the website for the National Organization.
The NCRS has organized Local Chapters around the world. Local Chapters provide the opportunity to
meet NCRS Members in your region who share your love of Corvettes and the restoration and enjoyment
of these fantastic cars. Chapters hold local events such as Judging Meets, Judging Schools, Road Tours
and occasional social events.
If you wish to get the total NCRS experience you need to belong to one or more Local Chapters. The
NCRS membership is made up of people who join for the cars and continue for the wonderful friends they
have made. The easiest way to be part of that experience is through membership in Local Chapters.
Chapter Membership Dues:
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS ($20.00) __ Check # ____
Cash ______
Nat’l NCRS Membership is Required. Register by Internet http://www.ncrs.org/services/membership
Nat’l NCRS Membership is $45.00
Register by Phone (513) 760-6277
Mail this application and check written to Midway USA Chapter NCRS:
Dale Green - Midway USA Membership Admin
2105 N. Glen Wood Ct.
Wichita, KS 67230-1771
(316) 636-2410
Midway USA Tune Up
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